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Greenstage Free Festival 9th-11th August 2013
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9th August
David the Fiddle
Trish Brown
Jess Newberry Le
Vay
Young Hounds
Dave Neale

Tape Runs Out
Alchemy
Tom Canning

‘fiddle and guitar fireworks to set the festival alight’
‘gutsy covers with superb vocal range and interpretation from this young artist’
‘fine guitar playing and pitch-perfect vocals, well chosen covers and heartfelt reworking’’
‘guitar driven indie rock – highly recommended by the ditch gypsies’
‘fabulous performer with great songs that range from haunting ballads to lively folk
pop…recently described by R2 magazine as a singer-songwriter of considerable
promise'
‘arthouse originality, strong writing, fine ensemble playing’
‘tasteful covers, raunchy vocals and fine guitar work’
‘songwriting at its bed-sit, torch-song best’

10th August
Red Velvet
Santillys
Philip Rundall
Dave Jenkins
Out of the Attic
Dave Wilson
Djangophonix
Brian Crockett
Banjo Nick
Les Miserables
Andrew Orr
Jacob’s Irregulars
Blaise Mann
Paul Vaes
On the Edge
Broken Diamonds
Trish Brown
The Simpsons
Romy Gensale
Hannah Sanders
Karen Johnson and
Tony Clark
Sin Nombre
Melody Causton
Lizzie Taylor and
Mark Gamon
The Connection
with TA and JK
Acoustic Queen
th
11 August
TJ Phillips
Arnolds
KJAM
The Familiars
Andrew Martin
Madrigals by the
River

‘politics, love and death but with great tunes and superb harmonies’
‘smooth jazz from Bert ‘the fingers’ and Helen ‘the voice’ Santilly
‘original songwriting and creative covers’
‘exquisite story songs from the Bard of Horningsea’
‘accordion virtuoso meets flute fanatic – classical to klezmer!’
‘chilled, melodic acoustic covers from the Wilson songbook’
‘hot club swing and jazz – one man down but still shifting those gears’
‘unique take on old favourites and richly complex songwriting’
‘Woody Guthrie reborn as Poet-Banjo balladeer’
‘excerpts from the forthcoming major 5-man production - you heard it here first’
‘heartbreaking melodies and gentle guitar work’
‘wide ranging repertoire from the fiddling duo’
‘psychedelic beat poet born 40 years too late – catch the second coming!’
‘fine best selection of singer-songwriter gems to chill-out to’
‘fine whistle, flute and bodhran playing from our favourite tradies’
‘songs from all over eastern Europe plus Sasha’s exhibition dancing!’
‘gutsy covers with superb vocal range and interpretation from this young artist’
‘singalong specials delivered with good humour, impeccable taste and a cheese slice’
‘deep down exploration of relationships, hopes, fears and the pursuit of happiness’
‘truly original interpretations of traditional and contemporary songs’
‘well chosen material from the likes of Boo Hewardine and Corinne Polwart with
Karen’s stunning vocals and Tony’s fluent guitar work’
‘european folk rock at it’s virtuoso best
‘songwriting brilliance – currently holding no.1 position in the 105 unsigned charts’
'songs from the heart, underpinned by guitar straight out of the ballpark...'
‘kora led eclecticism, the definition of fusion blending world rhythms with jazz, reggae
and celtic influences’
‘the good time boys are back for a run through of Freddy’s finest’
‘smooth, jazz tinged acoustic writing – perfect for a summer brunch’
‘a chilled set of covers with Angela’s lovely vocals and Simon’s expert guitar playing’
‘amazing close harmonies and well chosen covers – upbeat and enervating’
‘ superb 6 piece band covering everything from Baker Street to Patience’
‘ukele-led classics with UK, Australian and USA pedigrees’
‘join us at the Orchards for a picnic from 6pm with music from the Fen Edge Singers
at 7pm – collection taken.

